
I remain 

JERRY S. GLEISSER 

Lr. Harold eisberg 

Route 12 

Frederick, Liaryland 21701 

5005 South Barton 

Lyndhurst, Ohio 44124 

8/10/76 

Dear Yr. isbergi 

I'm sorry to hear about your recent attack of phlebitis. 

I-must also apologize for having taken so long in answering 
th your letter of the 15-- of July, but I was waiting for Itek's res- 

ponse to the questions 1)if Itek or their people have had prior go-

vernment connections of any kind, 2)if they hold government contracts, 

or 3)if some of their people have been with the CIA. It's been 

over 2 weeks now and they havn't answered like they did- the first time. 

However, maybe the five pages I'm sending you out of their 1975 

annual report will help. Itek does indeed have government connections, 

past and present, and they do indeed have government contracts. 

The pages I'm sending you prove it. 

The Wald Book Dictionary gives the definition of X "affiliated" 

as "associated;connected:" The same dictionary gives the definition 

of "associated" as "joined in companionship, interest, action, etc." 

and-gives as a-synonym "allied". So they ARE connected, they ARE 

affiliated, they ABE connected; they DO hold government contracts, 

and they lied to me in the letter of 6/30L 

I should have spotted this in my first letter to you but I 

don't have the sears of investigating capabilities that you do. 

Enclosed is my payment for FRAYE-UP and POST-CORTEM. Also, 

you might be interested in an editorial that appeared in the Cleve-

land Plain Dealer and my answer to it. They are all enclosed. 

:)o, until 2XXX-AX1 our next investigation 
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Government Operations 

Salsa for our government o.visions were down from the previous year as a result of reduced government funding for defense systems, Operating income was also down due to lower sales and technical problems which resulted In substantial fixed-price contract losses at both the Optical Systems and Applied Technology Divisions. 
Increasing competition and a relatively higher proportion of fixes-price development contracts are some of the changes affecting the nature of our government business operations. These changes have made it neces-3ary for I tek to devote more of its resources to carefully selected advanced product development. For example, we anticipate that electro-optics will be the basis for many of the reconnaissance systems of the future. As a result. ow Optical Systems Division has built and staffed new laboratories for the development, production and analysis of electro-optical cameras and other related surveillance and image processing systems. 
Because of the increased competition and the reduction In U.S. govern-ment funding, both our government divisions are turning increasingly to the international marketpla;e. International market demand for our sys-tems has been increasing. Currently, 37 percent of Applied Technology's sales arse to overseas customers. Optical Systems, which has just recently started to market internationally, has export licenses for 15 countries and 12 of them have expressed Aterest in the division's systems. We expect that an increasing percentage of our government business will come from these international markets 
We anticipate that domestic contracts with the U.S. Department of Defense ?or both electronic countermeasures and optical reconnaissance systeine will remain at their present levels through 1976. NASA's Space relesc,ope program has been delayed again and other major NASA pro-grams for space optics are not likely to be funded next year. We do, how-ever. expect several contracts in those areas where we are developing new and advanced products. Some of these are described on the following pages. 

In summary, given continued success in international markets and judi-clove selection and effectve management of contracts, we anticipate reasonable and steady gm:eh for both our government divisions. 
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Applied Technology 
At the Applied Technology Division in Sunnyvale, Calif., Itek designs nd produces complex electronic defense systems for the United Sty government and for a number of overseas countries. 
The nature of electronic defense systems is inherently cyclical. Fse example, a surface-to-air-missile guidance system is designed to trac' and "lock on" to aircraft electronic countermeasures (ECM) are teen developed to mislead or jam the missile radar. The missile radar's caps nil-- ties are subsequently improved so that it can get by the countermeasures. the countermeasures, in turn, are advanced to cope with the new threat, and so on. 

The electronic defense systems businees started to mushroom lust ten years ago. it was in 1985 lhat Applied Technology received its first major production contract. In 1S76, the U.S, Department of Defense plans to spend some $780 million on electronic defense systems, including passive radar warning systems and active jammers to confuse unfriendly radar. 
During 1975, the Applied Technology Division won several key engineer-ing development programs. These awards resulted from ate increased em-phasis by the United States government and our NATO allies on upgrad-ing their defense posture by improving ECM capability on land, sea and air vehintere. One of the awards was for a key development program to supply an advanced computer-based radar warning system to the United States Navy. The complex system uses the Applied Technology Advanced Com-puter (ATAC) as one of its e enponents. 
Two other signilicant development contracts awarded during the year were for the United States Air Force Compass Tie power management program. and for the environmental qualification phase of the Advanced Radar Warning System (ARWS). It is anticipated that the ARWS will be the first production system using ATAC that the division will deliver. Other contract awards during the year for ATAC came from both United States and other customers, who will use it in electronic defense systems applications. 

The AN/ALR-45 radar warn mg system for the United States Navy contri-buted much of the division's production business during the year, and resolution of technical problems aided its profitability. Significant produc-tion has also continued on the United States Air Force standard, the AN/AIR-48, a warning system used on almost every United States Air Force tactical fighter aircraft. 

Tepically. an electronic countermeasures system has a much shorter "life" than the airframe in which it is installed. A particular aircraft, then, might incorporate several generations of countermeasures systems during ha period of service — each an improvement over its predecessor, and each having to oetform a aroader range of functions within the same Ilinitsd amount of space. 

C;iinieeting successfully in this market hes required the ability to design more capability into a pieces of equipment which is the same size as that already installed in the aircraft. Microelectronics was the original answer to that chelienge, but now irecroprocessing devices meet the need. Using lies new technology, Applied Technology will develop new generations of the ATAC minicomputer, each `smaller than the previous unit and with greater capacity_ 

As radar warning systems eserne of age in the past decade, now an electro-optics warning capability is becoming a necessity for defense systems in the decade ahead. Emerging new tracking systems use laser beams, which means that protective detection systems must be able to detect and thwart light signals. Applied Technology is developing electro-optical detection and signal processing systems to meet this need. Development contracts were received recently for &combined system ef this type. 

John 1. Grignbv 
President, 
Applied rochrmions, Divlakvi 
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Applied Technology 
1$ in millions' 

lieventa4s 
Iran 

Contracts 
Income 

Ceninbulien 
1975 $28.6 312 
1974 28.0 1.5 
1971 40.4 2 t 
191: 425 3:! 
1911 322 25 

For the coming year we see opportunities for developing and producing 
idvanceol systems for the 11.S. Department of Defense, which continues to 
need new, updated electronic countermeasures systems. Applied Tech-
nology ib also pursuing adcitional International markets for its Advanced 
Rader Warning System. 

Future countermeasures, equipment will be even more effective due to 
total integratIon througn cxnputer control. These "power management 
iysteina.  will provide the aircrew with an automatic overall warning and 
I.:Nieman system. The Compass Tie program was the first major contract 
trr 1nt4 type of system received by the division. Others are expected as 
we continue our pmduct development efforts to develop power manage-
mom systeml that Will be able to process and analyze both radar and laser 
'lack 	3igt1•113. 
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John A Wolfe aefe, 
Prealdent, 
Optical Systems DIVICW 

Optical Systems 
Since Itek's inception in 1957, its Optical Systems Division has been a leading designer and manufacturer of aerospace camera systems. Tech-nological knowledge used in the photographic systems for reconnais-sance became the basis of camera eystems for space applications today, and the technology is atilt evolving. Requirements far rapid access lo information and automated processing of this Information is quit sly making the use of electreoptical sensors more expedient than film in b th reconnaissance and space exploration systems. 
itetes first major electro-optical program was for NASA's Viking Land. r. Four of these cameras are today speeding toward the planet Mars aboa' d two spacecraft which were launched from Cape Canaveral in August an September of 1975. Each spacecraft carries two lick electronic cameras which are capable of taking stereographic, black and white, color and infrared photography. After traveling through space for ten months and some 500 million mites, the first spacecraft is scheduled to land on Mars the beginning of this Juiy. and the second craft during August. In all, the division manufactured 12 cameras in support of NASA's program to search for life on the Red Planet. 
since the Viking cameras were built, the division has further expanded its cepabilities in electro-optics We are now working on electro-optical pro-ereme in Image acquisition, recording and display; in active optics; and in the ancessing of optical and radar imagery The nucleus of the optical processing group was formed by employees who transferred from the Central Research Laboratories. 

In electro-optical irnagirg, the division has established a total capability fr..r the fabrication of modern solid state focal planes and a facility for Meting and system simulation of eiectro-optical cameras and systems. R&D work on novel techniques of recording has resulted in advanced concepts far real time displays that take full advantage of the high reso-lutions of our camera systems 
in ine erea of active Dprics, the division has found a way to measure and erred? the atmospheric distortion that has plagued astronomers for weenies. With the use el mirrors and computers, the system corrects dis-torted light from oblects in space and instantly gives a clearer image. The use of such active electreeeptics may soon open a new door to ultra-large optic:II systems whose optical quality is improved by a factor of 10 or 20 rile!re 

()Own' processing technology, based on the patented Itek optical .-eernery, is finding applications in a widening variety of Image and signal pi creessing applications for which digital processing technology is too .ilew to meet the requirements. This is an embryonic market, but It is e.A petted to grow quite rapidly in the next few years and the division will ereny strong competitive position. 
, 	Systems Division expects its orders for electro-optical systems to 'Y: !we or three times greater in 1976 than in the previous year. However. tracts win not immediately compensate for the overall reductions in re vernment spending for our conventional optical systems. 

itri" Jueiness of titter-Ong conventional ohotog,aphic aerial camera sys-tems for this country developed during last year Into a growing inter-rethenel market. These large, high resolution systems have been given an official United States Air Force designation (KA-102A), and are attracting rerldwide interest. One of the systems was delivered to the Republic of K(20,1 9ariy in 1970, where It was successfully flight tested. A photograph of 1-e ,:amera is on the Irons cover of this report. The division Is also negotiating contracts overseas for photographic processing laboratories acid mu I tisensor and mapping camera systems. 
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The division has been involvic.1 4ii:n NASA in the preliminary definition 
and planning of an a.stronornicat Space Telescope, which will be the 
highest quality telescope of Its size ever built. Plana call for the telescope 
to have a primary mirror diameter al 2.4 meters (8 foot), which would in-
crease the observable universe more than a hundred times. Tre Space 
Teleeoupti will neve bi.Ater resolution and detect fainter objects than any 
ground hissed teiesco,:a, and will be able to look from the ultraviolet into 
the infrared spectra Since there are no optical imperfections caused by 
atmciapt^erio distorliere as there ere on earth. The Space Telescope would 
?rod the earth tor ter year or more, and could be repairer, in orbit of 

returned to earth as necessary for !maintenance using the Space Shuttle 
Although this program has been delayed. flak, alCing with other .":1•-trIV-
periles. will submit a p -oposal this year to design and build the min ci tap 
the huge instrumen t 

The Optical Systems Civislon is on the threanoto of a new phase of Its 
development. it will see the realization of a map capability in electro-
optics systems and an increase in the Sale of its aerial camera product 
fulcra to foreign governments. 


